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FULCRUM is the newsletter of ISASC(E), the International Society of Antique Scale Collectors 
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the Editor, John Knights.   

 

 

Redressing the Balance 
Back in the November edition we featured a picture of an 18

th
 century shield weight being abused by 

the aristocracy. To counter this unpleasant image we now show three others not being used as 

doorstops. Member Jimmy Earle sent this composite picture which he took whilst in America 

attending the US convention. They are part of the Larry Press collection. Thanks Jimmy!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tell it to the Marines 
 

Thomas Allgeier has been poking around military 

establishments on both sides of the Atlantic and has  

 

 

 

 

 

 



come up with some interesting 

metrology behind the barbed wire. 

The weights and accompanying notice 

(above) were seen in the Royal Naval 

base at Devonport. They were part of a 

whole set of standards and test 

equipment that were used to ensure 

accuracy within the establishment. It has 

to be observed, however, that in the case 

of the above set of standards the writer 

of the notice has entered the realms of 

fantasy. 

The late 19
th

 century set of weights are 

allocated to the early 18
th

 century on the 

basis of a stamped serial number. 

We’ve all seen the weights and measures 

being sold as Geo. ll on the basis of a verification stamp for George V applied in the City of London 

and it appears that RN has fallen into a similar trap here.* 

On the other side of the pond Thomas went to an Aerospace Museum Denver and came across 

evidence of a whole in-house metrology laboratory that was run by the US Air Force up until it was 

closed in 1994 (the lab, not the Air Force). The above notice describes the operation of the facility. 

It’s interesting to see a traditional equal armed balance (below) still in use at the laboratory at a time 

when most would have been using electronic 

comparators. 

A long leg steps out quickly 
This was the little saying that was used to 

remember the effect of non-parallelism in the 

construction of a Roberval machine. If the 

supporting leg was too long the machine would 

be ‘fast’ when the load was placed on the outside 

of the plate. The other variations had to be 

deduced from this initial statement.  

Diana Crawforth-Hitchins has found an 

interesting case when this phenomenom became 

highly relevant. 

Normally, error in the length of leg in a Roberval 

machine would result in a small error, but the 

court report, from The Liverpool Daily Post of 3
rd

 

December 1869, tells a different story. 

The scale, in use by a butcher in St John Market 

could be made to weigh up to 12 oz fast, simply 

by moving the load to the edge of the plate. When 

placed centrally the indication was comparatively accurate, suggesting that the error was caused by a 

support leg that was either too long or too short (assuming of course that the machine was made on 

the Roberval principle). Such a large variation also suggests that the error must have been 

deliberately induced as alleged. It was certainly a step up from the more normal methods of 

falsification such as a lump of lead under the plate or an elastic band attached to the leg. 

 

 *Whilst at Newark a few years ago I stopped, briefly, to look at a 19
th

 century French steelyard on a stall (big 

mistake). The stallholder became effusive about this item and assured me it was not French but an old 

English scale. He referred to a stamped serial number of 1756 as proof of its antiquity. I pointed out that it 

was calibrated in kilograms but was assured that the British were routinely using the metric system in the 

1750s. I felt duty bound to point out that as the metric system was not actually devised until the 1790s this 

was perhaps unlikely. I was huffily advised that I didn’t know what I was talking about. Ho hum! 



Part of the court report is shown below. Despite a vigorous defence by the trader’s solicitor, she was 

found guilty and fined 20 shillings (which was a lot of money in those days). 

 

Airy- Fairy 
While in London in the autumn we, among other things, hauled ourselves up the hill in Greenwich 

Park, to the Royal Observatory. We were mainly interested in seeing the sea clocks, made by John 

Harrison, who is something of a local hero in North Lincolnshire. Whilst there however, we were 

treated to a brief talk, by an actor in the guise of George Biddel Airy, who was Astronomer Royal 

between 1835 and 1881. I have to say of all the George Biddel Airy impersonations I have ever seen, 

this was undoubtedly the finest and the talk was very informative. We found out that Airy was the 

man responsible for locating the Greenwich meridian (or Cleethorpes meridian, as we call it in these 

parts) where it is (directly in front of the door where his 

transit telescope was located). Like many brilliant people 

he came across as a man of great ability, but a rather 

horrible human being. 

Airy is known to those interested in metrology, of course, 

because of his work in re-establishing the imperial system, 

after the destruction of the primary standards in 1834.  



There is a somewhat scruffy version of the standard yard stuck on the wall outside of the observatory 

(above left). There are also, of course, length standards located in Trafalgar Square and many people 

will tell you that these are the primary standards against which all others are tested, ignoring the 

obvious accuracy limitations of measures located in 

the open air and covered in pigeon droppings. John 

Knights  

 

More Fat 
It’s been a little while since we had a decent fat lady 

postcard, but Kath Malcolm can always be relied 

upon to come up with a classic example. The 

example shown (left) is pretty standard fare from the 

1950s or 60s. In the interests of anti-pedantry we 

should of course overlook the obvious fact that the 

machine in question is not a talking model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Load of Bull! 
David Apps has kindly supplied the photographs of 

a Librasco ‘scale’ which is displayed at a public 

house of his acquaintance (right). Who would have 

thought that David would be acquainted with public 

houses?  These are wonderfully whacky, if totally 

useless, beamscales and this one is an elaborate 

double barrelled affair with a small scale 

piggybacked upon a larger model. The whole over 

cooked 

ensemble is 

topped off, for 

no apparent 

reason with a 

bull’s head 

(left). I believe 

that Librasco 

did also make functioning domestic kitchen scales but one has to 

wonder why so much metal was wasted on these pointless items.  

 



By happy coincidence, one of these, for want of a better word, scales 

turned up on ebay whilst this edition was being compiled (left). It was 

described in somewhat glowing terms as ‘massive, vintage, beautiful, 

ornate and extra large. As it is apparently 5 feet 7 inches (1.71 metres) 

tall, I could just about go along with the massive and extra large bits. The 

rest would have to be a matter of opinion. It was also noted that the asking 

price was £600 which I considered particularly amusing. 

 

Speaking of reproductions 
Diana Crawforth-Hitchens was intrigued to 

come across an ebay entry for a 

reproduction of a coin balance as found in 

the Pera Museum in Istanbul (ISASC 

member). On closer reading the ‘reproduction’ was in fact a 

photograph of the said coin scale. Always read the small print! 

. 

More Balls! 
The piece in edition 17 about the ‘Steelyard poise’ featured on 

Bargain Hunt, brought a reaction from member John Stannard 

who has his own views on what the true identity of the supposed 

medieval poise. John is firmly of the opinion that it is actually 

an early 20
th

 century balance ball which was originally part of a 

Beamscale. These devices were fitted to the weights side of a 

beam and were a means of correcting the balance of the scale if 

for example a new goods pan was fitted. The balance ball could 

be opened by unscrewing the top and lead shot could be added 

or removed. To prevent unauthorised tampering the top was 

sealed with plugs. These are not in evidence on the ‘Bargain 

Hunt Ball’ (even the County Set are afflicted by the recession) 

but John is of the opinion that they are simply not visible 

because of the way it is being held in the shot. 

  

Elementary my dear Watson! 
Over the festive season I watched a bit of telly and 

among a load of uninspiring stuff I caught the Royal 

Institution Lectures. I know these are meant for 

children but they were among the more interesting 

presentations and I now know an unfeasibly large 

amount of stuff about the Periodic Table. There are 

now apparently 118 elements so they must have 

found a few more in the past 40 years. No jokes 

about there only being four elements when I was 
young please! (ps. what is Ununoctium and can I get 

a pair of trousers made out of it?) 



One disappointing aspect was when they dragged a hapless 

child down to the front and weighed her against bars of gold 

(me neither!). To do this an old fashioned equal armed scale 

was required and one was duly wheeled out for the purpose. 

Whilst the other pieces of apparatus used in the programmes 

were of the highest quality the ‘beamscale’ was clearly 

something cobbled together in the shed and proved to be a 

somewhat sorry specimen. Given that it was made of a 

couple of lengths of RSJ with rudimentary bearings (above) 

it is little wonder that it appeared to lack sensitivity to a 

frightening degree. I’m sure with a little effort a more 

suitable machine could have been obtained. Something along 

the lines, perhaps of the scale featured in a TV programme on 

the Regency era, in which a beamscale used to weigh, among 

others, Lord Byron was featured (left). John Knights 

Cut and Shut? 
Back to Bargain Hunt I fear! An edition from 2010 featured a 

postal scale mounted on a carved wooden bear, of the type made 

in the Black Forest region of Germany (left). Doubt was cast 

upon the authenticity of this item by the auctioneer who sold it, 

and it was suggested that the original base had been chopped off 

and the scale remounted on the wooden carving. I’ve never seen 

a pendulum scale in this form and would suspect that the doubts 

were justified. On the other hand however, whoever mounted the 

scale had at least seen fit to attach the levelling screw to the base 

and the stump does seem tailor made for something to be stuck 

in it. The scale is calibrated in grams (albeit by means of the 

annoyingly incorrect abbreviation ‘gr’) and does have a Teutonic 

mien about it. Have any of the postal folk ever seen anything 

like this before? 

Management Committee Bulletin   2013-01 
During the ISASC(E) Management Committee Meeting of 24.03.13 the following points were 

discussed: 

The Society is still in a financially sound position although funds are declining slowly in line with 

membership and rising costs. Currently we have just over 100 individual members, 11 museums and 

3 institutions, and around £15000 in the bank. 

Since the posting of EQM to non-EU members is making a loss the introduction of a surcharge for 

such members is being considered. 

Comments from the membership indicate that informal meetings (in addition to the AGM) would be 

appreciated, in particular if the cost of these was fairly minimal. It is therefore aimed at arranging 

one or two such meetings, and suitable venues are currently being investigated - watch this space! If 

successful we would aim to have 2 such meetings per year, plus the formal AGM (the latter in the 

traditional format with talks, displays and a bourse). 

Another new direction to be explored is social media. ISASC US maintain a presence on Facebook 

and the Committee appreciates the impact this could have on attracting members and communicating 

the Society's activities to a wider audience. Any member who has the required computer skills and 

fancies himself/herself as a "twitterer" or "facebooker" on ISASC (E)'s behalf should contact the 

Committee. 

In addition we are still looking for a volunteer to become Membership Secretary (position vacant) or 

help with publishing of material beyond EQM and Fulcrum. 


